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Since the first edition was published in 1984 Horse and Stable Management has become the

recognised source of reliable information on all aspects of the practical management of horses and

ponies. It is now the established textbook for everyone who owns a horse or works with horses.   

This fourth edition has been radically revised and reorganised to include the most up-to-date and

accurate procedures and advice. With many new photographs, Horse and Stable Management

includes chapters covering evolution and behaviour, conformation and action, routine preventive

measures, nursing the sick horse, first aid, lameness and the management of breeding stock.   

Horse and Stable Management is essential reading for those taking British Horse Society and

Association of British Riding Schools examinations as well as those taking college equine courses

or National Vocational Qualifications in horse care and management.      The Authors Jeremy

Houghton Brown was manager of the British National Equestrian Centre and the British Racing

School, then for many years principal lecturer in equine studies at Warwickshire College, where he

started and pioneered British equine education. Above all, he is an experienced, practical

horseman. Sarah Pilliner is an equine consultant specialising in horse care. She is also an

experienced lecturer, competition rider, senior examiner, and the author of several books. Zoe

Davies is a former lecturer in equine science, a consultant equine nutritionist, author and external

examiner for higher education courses. She has substantial experience in equine management and

training.            From previous reviews: Ã¢â‚¬ËœA new classicÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ a clearly written and easily

understood handbook.Ã¢â‚¬â„¢ Riding Ã¢â‚¬ËœIt is extremely comprehensive. It is also accurate.

In fact, a most valuable book for anyone who owns a horse.Ã¢â‚¬â„¢ Horse and Hound

Ã¢â‚¬ËœThe approach and contents are refreshingly differentÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ very informative and a

valuable source of reference.Ã¢â‚¬â„¢ Horse and Rider
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From previous reviews: 'A new classic... a clearly written and easily understood handbook.' - Riding

'It is extremely comprehensive. It is also accurate. In fact, a most valuable book for anyone who

owns a horse.' - Horse and Hound

Since the first edition was published in 1984 Horse and Stable Management has become the

recognised source of reliable information on all aspects of the practical management of horses and

ponies. It is now the established textbook for everyone who owns a horse or works with horses.   

This fourth edition has been radically revised and reorganised to include the most up-to-date and

accurate procedures and advice. With many new photographs, Horse and Stable Management

includes chapters covering evolution and behaviour, conformation and action, routine preventive

measures, nursing the sick horse, first aid, lameness and the management of breeding stock.   

Horse and Stable Management is essential reading for those taking British Horse Society and

Association of British Riding Schools examinations as well as those taking college equine courses

or National Vocational Qualifications in horse care and management.

Horse & Stable Management is an indispensable volume for horse owners. Thoroughly researched

and skillfully written, it covers all the bases,from origins of the horse, daily care, medical and

emergency care through the management of stables and staff. Extensive chapters are presented on

healthcare and the systems of the horse, handling and care of leisure and competitive horses, care

of saddlery and tack, how to create healthy pastures and a section on breeding and stud

management. The chapter entitled 'Practical Feed and Watering', offers excellent advice and

dispels some myths about feeding. Legal aspects of stable management are also covered.For those

involved in all aspects of horse care and management, or for the horse owner who wishes to

improve his or her knowledge of equine care, this book is essential reading. The book includes an

equine terminology appendix and a helpful, well organized index.N.C. GalbariHayes, VA

Good information. An easy read.



This purchase came to me in excellent condition and will help me in my pursuit to buy my own

horse. My new horses' names are MJ and Moonwalker. Thank you.

But my step daughter wanted this book and now she has it. The seller was quick and offered it for

the cheapest price. I am happy.

This was a great book especially for beginner horse owners. The book would also be good as a

textbook in an intro class.I give the book four stars. The two things I did not like about the book was

that it should have had more pictures, especially if it is for beginners, and it was more like a textbook

format. Overall, I liked the book and would recommend it to teachers and anyone else who is

thinking about buying a horse in the future. I bought the book for one of my horse classes and I am

also keeping it for my ranch in the future.

This book is an okay book for someone just starting out with having a horse. It shows good pictures,

but I would have liked to see more pictures because I am more of a visual learner than just a text

learner. It has some good points with it, though. I like how it has a section on just the horse, granted

it wasn't very long or descriptive, but it told of the basic information of the horse. I do like the

pictures in it though, when it did have pictures. It was more of a textbook type writing than anything.

It was informative, but it wasn't entertaining and it was more boring to read because of the

textbookness of it. Overall, if this book was used as an introduction it's pretty good. And if a

professor would use it for an intro class, than it would be pretty good. I give it 3 stars.

I bought this book hoping that it would have information that would be useful to both me (moderate

horse experience) and my husband (no horse experience). It turned out to be too basic for me and

overwhelming for him. It would be a great book for someone wanting a broad overview of the horse

farm business. It was very well written and contained loads of information - just not exactly what I

was looking for this time.
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